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In this paper we study the relationship between Buchberger’s Grabner basis 
method and the straightening algorithm in the bracket algebra. These methods will 
be introduced in a self-contained overview on the relevant areas from com- 
putational algebraic geometry and invariant theory. We prove that a certain class of 
van der Waerden syzygies forms a Grijbner basis for the syzygy ideal in the bracket 
ring. We also give a description of a reduced Griibner basis in terms of standard 
and non-standard tableaux. Some possible applications of straightening for sym- 
bolic computations in projective geometry are indicated. 0 1989 Academic press, IW. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
According to Felix Klein’s Erianger Programm, geometry deals only with 
properties which are invariant under the action of some linear group. 
Applying this program to projective geometry, one is led in a natural way 
to bracket rings and the algebraic geometry of the Grassmann variety. 
One of the most significant results on bracket rings goes back to 
A. Young [26] in 1928. The straightening algorithm is, in a sense, the 
“computer algebra version” of the first and second fundamental theorems 
of invariant theory. This algorithm is a quite efficient normal form 
procedure for arbitrary invariant ( =geometric) magnitudes, or equivalent- 
ly, polynomial functions on the Grassmann variety. 
A Griibner basis of an ideal I in a polynomial ring is a generating set for I 
which provides a fast algorithm for computing a well-defined canonical 
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form for residues modulo I. Grobner bases, which have been introduced by 
B. Buchberger [S, 63, turn out to be useful not only for calculations in the 
residue ring, but also for many other purposes, such as finding zeros of the 
polynomials in I. 
It is the aim of the present paper to show that the straightening 
algorithm can be interpreted as the normal form routine with respect to a 
specific Griibner basis. 
In Sections 2 and 3 we will give a brief introduction to the underlying 
invariant theoretic concepts, i.e., the bracket ring, the syzygy ideal and the 
Grassmann variety, standard tableaux, and the straightening algorithm. 
Section 4 contains some basic definitions and ideas concerning Grobner 
bases. 
After that, in Section 5, we shall prove the following results: The set of 
straightening syzygies forms a Grobner basis of the syzygy ideal Zn,d with 
respect to the natural tableaux order. The reduced GrSbner basis for Z,,d is 
given by the unique representations of degree 2 non-standard tableaux as 
linear combinations of standard tableaux. Finally, we discuss some 
applications and problems for further research. 
2. INVARIANT THEORY AND THE BRACKET RING 
A configuration of n vectors in a vector space Kd is usually represented 
by an n x d-matrix X= (xv), that is, an element of K”‘. Configurations of n 
points in afline or projective (d- 1 )-space can be represented likewise using 
homogeneous coordinates. For mainly technical reasons we assume K to be 
an infinite field, and we consider the action of right multiplication by the 
special linear group G := SL(K, d) on k?d (rather than by all linear trans- 
formations). 
Which properties of a vector configuration {xi, . . . . x,> c Kd are 
geometric in the sense of F. Klein? For every subset {A,, . . . . Ad} c 
{ 1, 2, -**, n} the oriented volume of the parallelotope spanned by xA1, . . . . xld 
is such an invariant magnitude. (Here we think of K as the reals.) Viewing 
properties as polynomial functions, we shall see that these volumes or 
determinants form a complete set of invariants for action of G on Pd. That 
is, every polynomial magnitude, and, indeed, every geometric statement 
which is invariant under the action of G, can be expressed through 
polynomial functions of these determinants. 
To be more precise, let us consider the ring K[xu] of polynomial 
functions on Pd. We would like to determine the invariant subring 
K[x~]’ := {YE K[xi/] If=fo T for all TE G} 
with respect to the induced action of G on K[xii]. 
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Let /l(n,d):={[I~,1,...1,](1~‘,<1,< S.-<l,<n}, and define 
K[/l(n, d)] to be the polynomial ring freely generated over K by all (2) 
brackets [A] = [lllzs.. A,] ~/i(n, d). Furthermore, we set [L,,&,..-&,] 
:= sign(n). [A] for all K: { 1, . . . . d} + { 1, . . . . d}, n a permutation. 
Since the determinant of a d x d-matrix is invariant under the action of 
G, the ring K[xiilG clearly contains the image of the ring homomorphism 
(bn,d: KC&, 41+ K[x,l 
[Al-det 
In fact, the desired invariant ring K[x~]~ is equal to the image of the 
generic coordinatization qSnTd. 
THEOREM 2.1 (First Fundamental Theorem of Invariant Theory). Every 
polynomial function on the vector space !Yd which is invariant under the 
above action of SL(K, d) can be written as a polynomial in the brackets 
h,d(L-n,n2”‘ndl)* 
For a proof of this classical result in characteristic zero, see, e.g., [ 11, 
Sect. VII.7; 20, Sect. II.A.61, and for infinite fields of arbitrary charac- 
teristic, see [S, 9, lo]. These proofs are constructive, i.e., they provide a 
method for computing the bracket representations corresponding to 
invariant polynomials. The resulting algorithm is outlined in Example 3.3. 
A logical variant of Theorem 2.1 given by W. Whiteley [24, 253 states 
that all valid theorems in projective geometry can be inferred using 
exclusively bracket calculations. Whiteley’s result is not at all purely 
theoretic: his derivations in [24, Sect. 5.51, thefinalpolynomial method of 
J. Bokowski (see, e.g., [3, 4]), and the results of this paper show that 
bracket computations can be carried out very efficiently to prove (new) 
theorems in geometry. See also [ 1, 19, 211 for details on bracket rings of 
combinatorial geometries or matroids. 
As is well known, the Grassmann variety of (weighted) d-dimensional 
vector subspaces of K” can be embedded in the (:)-dimensional vector 
space Ad K” as the image Gn,d of the canonical exterior algebra map 
A: ZC’d + & ZC’. Identifying K[A(n, d)] with the coordinate ring of Ad K” 
via Plucker coordinates, we define Z,,d c K[,4(n, d)] to be the vanishing 
ideal of G,,,. 
The homomorphism Q,,d is by definition the pullback of the map A, and 
since K is infinite, this implies that Zn,d = Ker #,,d. With Theorem 2.1 we 
obtain that the invariant ring K[x,]~ is isomorphic to the coordinate ring 
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KCGn,,l := K[Jn> 41/4t,, of the Grassmann variety. Note that the ring 
K[G,,] in the terminology of [21] is the bracket ring of the rank d 
uniform matroid on n elements. 
In order to describe the syzygy ideal Zn,d by a generating set, we use the 
following abbreviations. The complement of a d-tuple A E n(n, d) is the 
unique (n-d)-tuple 1*~A(n,n-d) with AUK*= {1,2,...,n}. Sign(l, A*) is 
defined as sign(n) of the permutation rc that assigns ,$ to i for i= 1,2, . . . . d 
and A,? tod+jforj=l,2 ,..., n-d. 
Given s E { 1, 2, . . . . d}, cc~n(n, s- l), j?EA(n, d+ l), and yEA(n, d-s), 
we define the van der Waerden syzygy [[I&]] by 
To prove that the van der Waerden syzygies are indeed contained in the 
vvgy ideal In,dT it is sufficient to show that they vanish on the image of 
the map A: (Kd)” + Ad K”. This, however, is easy to see because the 
expression [[a&]], viewed as a K-valued function in the slots indexed by 
p, is a multilinear (d + 1 )-form on Kd and hence zero. 
In fact, the syzygy ideal z,,d is generated by all syzygies [[a&]] with 
s = 1 or s = d. These brackets polynomials are mostly referred to as 
(quadratic) Grassmann-Plucker syzygies. For a proof that the Grassmann- 
Plucker syzygies generate the syzygy ideal in characteristic zero, see, e.g., 
[ 11, 18, 191, The characteristic-free proof may be found in [9]. This result 
is often stated as follows. 
THEOREM 2.2 (Second Fundamental Theorem of Invariant Theory). All 
identities among the d x d-subdeterminants of a generic n x d-matrix, that is, 
all relations among the images of the brackets [A] under the generic coor- 
dinatization dn,d, can be deduced from the Grassmann-Plucker syzygies. 
Let us give an example showing how bracket computations can be used 
to prove incidence theorems in projective geometry. The non-realizability 
of a certain lo,-configuration [14; 19, Sect. 3.21 can be expressed as 
follows. 
EXAMPLE 2.3. Let x1, x2, x3, x4, x5, and xg be points in general 
position in the projective plane such that the lines x,x4, ~2x3, and x5x6 
intersect. Then the points y1 :=x1x2 A x3x6, y, :=x2x4 A x3x5, and y, := 
x,x6 A x4x5 cannot be collinear. 
As before, we represent the point configuration in question by a 6 x 3- 
matrix via homogeneous coordinates. Since the hypotheses and the claim 
are clearly invariant under the action of SL(K, 3) on K6.3, we know by 
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Theorem 2.1 that they can be expressed in terms of bracket polynomials. 
These expressions are easily derived using the Cayley algebra [lo]. 
For example, the points being in general position translates to 
(A.,&&] #O for all 1~A(6,3). The second hypothesis reads F:=x,x, A 
x2x3 A x5x6 = [ 145][236] - [ 146][235] = 0. 
We need to prove that the oriented area of the triangle y,, y,, y, is non- 
zero. Up to a non-zero constant this area can be written as 
G := (x,x, A x3x6) v (x2x4 A x3x5) v (x,x, A x4x5) 
=([136]x,- [2361x,) v ([2351x,+ [3451x,) v ([1451x,- [4561x,) 
= [136][235][145][246] - [136][235][456][124] 
- [236][235][145][146]- [236][345][145][126]. 
Next observe the following representation of zero in K[A(6,3)]: 
O=G 
+F.([235][146]+ [345][126]) 
+[146][235]+[234][156]+[235][146] 
- [245][136] + [345][126]} 
+ [136][235]. { [142][546] - [145][246] + [146][245]} 
+ [146][156][234][235]. 
The third and fourth summand are multiples of Grassmann-Pliicker 
syzygies. Hence we have G + F. ([235][146] + [345][126]) = 
-[ 146][ 156][234] [235] in K(G,,], which shows that G cannot vanish if 
F vanishes. 
3. THE STRAIGHTENING ALGORITHM 
In order to perform computations in the coordinate ring K[G,,] = 
K[A(n, d)]/Z,,, of the Grassmann variety it is necessary to represent every 
bracket polynomial F by a unique normal form modulo the ideal I,,d. In 
particular, we need a method for deciding whether FcK[A(n, d)] is 
contained in the syzygy ideal Zn,d, i.e., whether F vanishes under the generic 
coordinatization bn,d. 
Such a normal form procedure is given by the straightening algorithm. 
This method goes back to Young [26] in 1928 and it ranks among the 
most important results of classical invariant theory. Following the 
traditions in this field, we will represent the power products ( =monomials 
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with coefficient 1) in K[n(n, d)] as tableaux. A more general and useful 
version for bitableaux will be found in [lo]. 
We order the elements of A(n, d) lexicographically, that is, [A] < [p] if 
there existsm, l<m<d, such that &=pjfor l<j<m-1, and I,,<p,,,. 
Given [A’], . . . . [A“] E /i(n, d), with [A’] 6 ... < [nk] in this lexico- 
graphical order, it is customary to write the monomial T := 
[A’] .[A”]. ... -[Ak] as 
The tableau T is standard if its columns are sorted, that is, if 
2; < n,z < . . . < 1: for all s = 1, 2, . . . . d; otherwise it is non-standard. 
The lexicographical bracket order extends in a canonical way to the set 
of all tableaux. Given tableaux T= [A’] ... [nk] and T’ := [p’] . . . [p’] 
with k < 1, we set T < T’ if either k c I or there exist r E ( 1,2, . . . . k} and 
s E { 1, 2, . ..) d} such that 31:. = Z$ for all i and j such that i < r or i = r and 
j< s, and 1: -C pi. This ordering will in the following be referred to as 
tableaux order. 
The leading tableau lead(F) of a bracket polynomial FE K[A(n, d)] is 
the largest tableau with respect to the tableaux order occurring as a 
summand in F. 
A van der Waerden syzygy [ [aby]] is a straightening syzygy provided 
as-l<Bs+l and A-%. Let %,P=L,~ denote the set of straightening 
syzygies. 
THEOREM 3.1 (Straightening Algorithm). The set of standard tableaux 
forms a K-vector space basis for the coordinate ring K[G,,] of the 
Grassmann variety. 
Proof. The algorithmic part of Theorem 3.1 consists in proving that 
K[G,,] is spanned as a K-vector space by all standard tableaux. Therefore 
we need to show that every FE K[A(n, d)] is equivalent modulo the syzygy 
ideal Z,,d to a linear combination of standard tableaux. 
It is suficient to show that every non-standard tableau is a linear com- 
bination of standard tableaux. Let T = [A’] [A’] . . . [nk] be non-standard. 
Since T has only a finite number of predecessors of degree k in the tableaux 
order, we can use induction and assume that every tableau which is earlier 
in the tableaux order is contained in the linear span of the standard 
tableaux. 
Since T is non-standard, there exist in {2, 3, . . . . k} and SE (2, 3, . . . . d} 
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such that 1:-l> Ai. Consider the straightening syzygy [[a&]], where 
a := [Ji,-l,i-l.. . Jfz:], fl := [Ai, . . .lLnf-l.. . AL-l], and y := [nf, l.. . AL], 
Let F:= 1’- [A’] ... [A’-‘][A”‘] ... [A”] + [[afly]]. By construction, 
[;li-‘][Ai] is th e ea 1 d ing tableau of the straightening syzygy [[a&]], and 
hence F is a linear combination of tableaux all of which are earlier in the 
tableaux order than T. By the induction hypothesis, F can be written as 
linear combination of standard tableaux modulo Zn,d, and so can T since 
F- TE I,,+ This completes the first part of the proof of Theorem 3.1. 
Before we come to the harder part, namely the proof that the standard 
tableaux are linearly independent, let us see in an example how the 
straightening algorithm works. 
EXAMPLE 3.2. Let n = 6, d= 3, and consider the non-standard tableau 
T= [A’] [A’] [A31 = [ 145][156] [234]. T is non-standard because 1: = 5 > 
A: = 3, that is, we have a violation indexed by i = 3, s = 2 in the notation 
used above. 
In this situation we apply the straightening syzygy 
Cbhll= CCWC~3411 
=[156][234]+[136][245]-[135][246]-[126][345] 
+ [125][346] + [123][456], 
and we obtain that T is equivalent modulo Z6,3 to 
F= T- [145][[a/$]] 
= -[136][145][245] + [135][145][246] + [126][145][345] 
- [125][145][346]- [123][145][456]. 
The second, fourth, and fifth tableaux in this expression are standard. The 
first and the third tableaux are still non-standard, and we need to 
straighten them next. This process eventually terminates because all 
tableaux in the new expression F are earlier in the tableaux order than T. 
Now let us complete the proof of Theorem 3.1 by establishing the linear 
independence of the standard tableaux. Our argument is a modification of 
the proof given by Hodge and Pedoe [ 111. Consider the ring 
homomorphism 9: K[xii] -+K[xij][y]. defined by p(x,) :=~_~.$(~-j), 
and define Y: K[G,,] -K[xti][y] by Y:= p’Jn,d, where bn,d is the 
factorization of the generic coordinatization 4,,d: K[A(n, d)] + K[x,] 
through its kernel. For [A] E A(n, d) we have 
Y[A] = 1 sign(n).Xi,n,~llq...~idnd.y~~==l’~(d-”i). 
n E Sd 
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Given any PE K[x~][JJ], we write lowc(P) E K[x,~] for the lowest- 
degree coefficient of P with respect to the indeterminant y. The lj being 
strictly increasing, it is easy to see that among all permutations K E S, the 
linear combination xi lj(d- rcj) is minimized when K is the identity. This 
implies lowc(‘Y[~])=x,,,x,,,..-x,,,. 
Given a tableau T= [3L’][n2] .a. [A”], we have therefore lowc(YT)= 
nf= 1 nf= 1 x11 j. The crucial step of the proof consists in observing that for 
every monomial of the form nf= 1 rr,“= , xitj there exists a unique standard 
tableau F with lowc(!P~)=n~= 1 I$‘=, x;;~. T is obtained from T by 
“sorting the columns.” 
Now assume that the set {F,} of standard tableaux is linearly dependent 
in the vector space K[G,,d]; and thus its image under Y is also linearly 
dependent. Picking all lowest-degree terms with respect to y in such a 
linear dependence, we obtain also a non-trivial linear combination 
C,o,. lowc( YT,) = 0, w, E K. By the above observation this would imply a 
linear dependence among distinct monomials in the vector space K[xii], 
which is clearly impossible. 
This contradiction shows that straightening algorithm leads to a unique 
normal form and thereby completes the proof of Theorem 3.1. 
EXAMPLE 3.3 (An Algorithmic Version of the First Fundamental 
Theorem). Let f E K[x,] be any polynomial function of degree k . d on a 
generic n x d-matrix (xii). If f is invariant under the action of SL(K, d), 
then the equivalent bracket polynomial promised by Theorem 2.1 can be 
computed as follows. 
Introduce d “basis points” et, e2, . . . . ed all of which are labelled with 
numbers greater than n, and replace each variable xy in f by the bracket 
[el ,.. ej-liej+l .&. e,]. Apply the straightening algorithm to the resulting 
bracket polynomial, and denote the result by J f is invariant if and only if 
~=g.[e,...e,]k’(d-‘), where g is a polynomial of degree k in the 
“original” brackets n(n, d). In this case, g is the desired bracket represen- 
tation for f: 
4. GR~BNER BASES-A BRIEF INTRODUCTION 
This section, which is independent of Sections 2 and 3 except for Exam- 
ple 4.2, gives a brief introduction to Griibner bases for ideals in arbitrary 
polynomial rings. We define Grijbner bases algorithmically via normal 
forms, but we include a proof for the less constructive algebraic charac- 
terizations of Griibner bases in terms of initial ideals and vector space 
bases. This setup will then be applied in the next section to the syzygy ideal 
and the bracket ring. 
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Let R := K[x,, . . . . x,], where K is a field and xl, . . . . x, are indeter- 
minants. We introduce an ordering on the indeterminants 
x1 <x2 < . . . <x,. We wish to extend this ordering to a total ordering on 
the power products 9 := {x$x? . . . xi : all ij>O}. A total ordering < on 9 
is admissible if 1 < p for all p E 9, and for all p, q, r E 8, p < q implies 
p-r<q,r. 
The two most commonly used admissible orderings are purely lexico- 
graphical ordering (x1.. . xk < x:1 ... x2 if there exists m, 1 <m <n, with 
i, < h, and for all j > m, ij = hi) and total degree ordering (xi: .. .x$ < 
x:’ . . . x,h” if ~j”=Iij<~j”=lhj, or if CT=, ij=c;=,hj and x1.-.x: < 
X;’ . . . x: in purely lexicographical ordering). 
We may extend any admissible ordering on power products to a partial 
ordering on all of R by letting f < g if the largest power product occurring 
(= having non-zero coefficient) in g but not in f is larger than the largest 
power product occurring in f but not in g, or if the set of power products 
occurring in f is a proper subset of those occurring in g. 
Let f E R. As before, lead(j) will denote the greatest power product 
(with respect to a given admissible order) which has non-zero coefficient in 
f: Furthermore, lc(j) E K will denote the coefficient of lead(f) in f: 
Let Fc R, g, h E R. We will say that g reduces to h module F, denoted 
g--~~ h, if there exist f E F, b E K*, UEP such that b .u-lead(f) is a 
monomial of g, and h=g-b,u.f: Note that h<g if g+,h. Now, h is 
said to be in reduced form modulo F if there does not exist h’ such that 
h + F h’. We will also say that h is a normal form for g modulo F if there 
exists a sequence of reductions, g -+ F h, -+F h, qF.. . jF h, +F h, and h is 
in reduced form. We will denote this by h = NF( g, F). Clearly h need not 
be unique in general. 
Let (F) denote the ideal generated by F in R. We say that F is a 
Griibner basis for (F) if each g E R has a unique normal form modulo F. It 
is easy to see that F is a Griibner basis if and only if, for every f, ge R, 
f 3 g (modulo (F)) e NF(f, F) = NF(g, F). A reduced Grobner basis is a 
Grobner basis F such that NF(f, F\ { f } ) = f, and lc( f) = 1, for all f E F. It 
can be easily shown that if F is a reduced Grobner basis of (F), then F is 
minimal in that F does not properly contain another Grobner basis of 
(F). For a specified admissible ordering there exists a unique reduced 
Griibner basis [6]. 
If F is a Grdbner basis, then the following problems, among many 
others, are decidable by fast and simple algorithms: membership in (F) or 
in radical( (F)), congruence modulo (F), and solution of F as a system of 
algebraic equations (determination whether there exist zero, infinitely 
many, or finitely many solutions, and in the last case, determination of all 
solutions) [6, 12, 131. 
Given an arbitrary finite set F of polynomials, Buchberger [S, 6 3 has 
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provided an algorithm for finding a Griibner basis G such that 
(G) = (I;). This algorithm is space exponential in the worst case, but 
appears to be fairly efficient in practice. 
EXAMPLE 4.1. Let x<y<z and F= (xy-yz,z-x2), with purely 
lexicographic order on the power products. Then lead(xy - yz) = yz and 
lead(z -x2) = z. If we try to compute a normal form of xyz with respect to 
F, then we get two distinct answers, x*y and x3y, depending on whether we 
first subtract (-x)(xy - yz) or xy(z-x2). Thus F is not a Grobner basis. 
On the other hand, G = {z-x2, xy - x*y} is a Grobner basis, with 
(G) = (F), and the normal form of xyz with respect to G is uniquely xy. 
EXAMPLE 4.2. Let R = K[,4(n, d)]. Each bracket [A] is a single indeter- 
minant in this polynomial ring. Ordering these indeterminants lexico- 
graphically as before, it is easy to see that the tableaux order is an 
admissible order on the power products of R. Note that the tableaux order 
equals neither the pure lexicographic nor the total degree order induced 
from the lexicographically ordered brackets. 
Using the results of Section 3, we will show in Section 5 that the set Y”,d 
of straightening syzygies is a Grobner basis for Zn,d with respect to the 
tableaux order. This will imply that for every g E R, NF( g, 9”. d) is a unique 
linear combination of standard tableaux. 
For Fc R, define the initial ideal Init := ((lead(f): f c F)). The 
following algebraic characterizations of Grobner bases are, to the best of 
our knowledge, due to D. Lazard [ 151 and D. A. Bayer [2], respectively; 
see also [17]. 
THEOREM 4.3. Let F := (f,, . . . . fn>, I := (F). Then the following are 
equivalent. 
(1) F is a Griibner basis for I. 
(2) The set 
M:= (ufi: 1 Gidn, uEPandlead(&)d oes not divide lead(ufi) for all j < i} 
is a vector space basis of I. 
(3) Init = Init( 
Proof: (1) * (2): Let F be a Grobner basis for Z, and let h E I. Reduce h 
using at each step some ufi with i as small as possible to eliminate a 
monomial from h. Each ufi used during that process is contained in M. 
Now, since h EZ, h reduces to 0 independently of our choice of how to 
reduce, since F is a Griibner basis. Hence 0 = h -xi. j b,. uijfi with 
uV fi E M, b, E K for all i, j. Thus M spans I as a K-vector space. 
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Now suppose xi, j au. uU fi = 0 in R, with uijf, E A4, avE K for all i, j. We 
proceed by induction on the largest monomial occurring in any uiifi of 
such a linear combination. This largest monomial must be c . lead(u,,f,) for 
some k, 1. But by the definition of M, f,, and hence uk,, are uniquely deter- 
mined. Thus the power product lead(u,,f,) occurs with non-zero coefficient 
in precisely one uijfi. It follows that ak,= 0, and by the induction 
hypothesis that au = 0 for all i, j. 
(2) + (3): Init c Init is obvious. Suppose M is a vector space 
basis of Z, and let g = lead(h), h E I. If we can show that g E Init( we are 
done. Now h = & b,+,fi, with uOfi E M, for all i, j. By the argument of the 
preceding paragraph, two terms of the form c .lead(uOfi) cannot cancel, 
hence g = lead& b,uqfi) = uk, . lead(f[) for some k, 1. Thus g E Init( 
(3) * (1): Assume Init = Init( Let f, gg R, such that f - g 
(mod I), with f and g both in reduced form modulo F. If we can show 
f= g, it will follow that F is a Grobner basis. 
We prove f = g by induction in the number of monomials occurring in f: 
Now lead(f) and lead(g) cannot be elements of Init( or else f or g 
could be further reduced. But f - g E Z implies that lead(f - g) E Init = 
Init( Therefore lead(f) = lead(g), lc( f) = lc( g) = c, say, and f - g < f, 
f-g<g. 
Let f’:=f-c.lead(f), g’:=g-c.lead(f). Then f’-g’=f-gEZ. 
Furthermore, f’ and g’ are both in reduced form, for if f’ were reducible, 
then lead(fJ would divide some term of f’, hence lead(h) would divide 
some term off, and likewise if g’ is reducible. Now f = g follows from the 
induction hypothesis. 1 
5. GR~BNER BASES FOR THE SYZYGY IDEAL 
As the main new result of the present paper we prove that the 
straightening algorithm can be interpreted as the normal form algorithm 
induced by a Grobner basis for the syzygy ideal. 
THEOREM 5.1. The set Yn,d of straightening syzygies forms a Griibner 
basis for the syzygy ideal Zn,d with respect to the tableaux order. 
By the characterization of Grobner bases given in Theorem 4.3, it 
suffices to show the following. 
LEMMA 5.2. The initial ideal Init(Z,,,) of the syzygy ideal is generated by 
{lead(CC&ll)l CC&II EY),,,,). 
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Proof: The proof of Lemma 5.2 proceeds in two steps. First, we show 
that the leading tableau lead(F) of any syzygy FE I,,, is non-standard. In a 
second step it will be proved that the monomial ideal generated by the 
non-standard tableaux equals the ideal generated by the leading tableaux’ 
of straightening syzygies. 
Let us assume that there exists an FEZ,,~ such that its leading tableau 
To := lead(F) is standard. Applying the straightening algorithm to the 
bracket polynomial F- T,, we obtain F- To = Cy=, o,T,+ G, where 
G E Zn,d and the Ti are standard tableaux. 
Since the application of any straightening step to a tableaux yields only 
tableaux which are earlier in the tableaux order, we have Ti < T, for all 
i = 1, 2, . ..) m. Thus the syzygy F-G = To +Ci=, w,T, is a non-trivial 
linear combination of standard tableaux equal to zero in the K-vector 
space K[G,,,]. This is a contradiction to Theorem 3.1, which states that 
the standard tableaux form a basis of that vector space. 
This argument implies in particular that the leading tableaux of 
straightening syzygies are non-standard. It remains to show that for every 
non-standard tableau TE K[n(n, d)] there exists a straightening syzygy 
CC4yll EY),,d such that T is divisible by lead([ [ajy]]). This, however, 
follows immediately from the first part of the proof of Theorem 3.1. This 
completes the proof of Lemma 5.2 and hence Theorem 5.1. # 
There are many proper subsets of Y”,d which are also Grobner bases of 
Z n,d, For example, let 
ynTd :={[[ahllE~,d’ ai<pi for all i, 1 <i<.s- l}. 
These syzygies straighten the leftmost violation in a given pair of rows. All 
of the arguments of Theorems 3.1 and 5.1 still hold, showing that yn:d is a 
Griibner basis. However, even y$, is not a reduced Griibner basis. 
Let us give a description of the (unique) reduced Griibner basis &?,d for 
Zn,d with respect to the tableaux order. Since each polynomial in W,,d must 
be in reduced form modulo the other polynomials in Wn,d, we see that each 
polynomial in #%,,d consists of a two-rowed non-standard tableau T minus 
the linear combination of standard tableaux obtained by applying the 
straightening algorithm to T. 
Observe that the analogous result holds for reduced Grobner bases in 
general. Given an ideal ZE K[x,, . . . . x,] and a Grobner basis F for Z, 
consider the unique minimal set (ui, . . . . u,} of power products generating 
the ideal Init( Then the reduced Grobner basis G of Z is given by 
G= {ZQ-NF(u,, F), . . . . u,-NF(u,, F)}. 
Returning to the bracket ring, let fT denote the unique polynomial in 
W,,, having the two-rowed non-standard tableau T as its leading term. In 
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this form, it is easy to compute the vector space basis M of In,d in 
Theorem 4.3 (2). 
Let us list the elements of %‘,,d in increasing lexicographic order of their 
non-standard (leading) terms. Then every non-standard tableau T’ is the 
leading term of a unique uTi fr, where T is the tableau formed by the 
(lexicographically) first two rows (not necessarily consecutive) of T’ which 
are non-standard, and urj is the product of the remaining rows of T’. The 
set M of all such u ri f r forms a basis for the syzygy ideal I, d as a K-vector 
space. 
EXAMPLE 5.3 (n = 6, d= 3). The reduced Grobner basis $&, 3 for the 
syzygy ideal I,,, contains, among others, the following syzygies: 
[126][345] - [123][456] + [124][356] - [125][346] 
[136][245] + [123][456] + [134][256] - [135][246] 
[145][236] + [125][346] - [135][246] - [124][356] 
+ [ 134][256] + [ 123][456] 
[146][235] + [125][346] - [135][246] + [123][456] 
[156][234] + [124][356] - [134][256] - [123][456]. 
This list, which is ordered with respect to the tableaux order of their 
leading terms, is in fact sufficient to straighten all bracket polynomials with 
n = 6, d = 3 which are linear in each point, i.e., no number occurs twice in 
any tableau. Observe that only the underlined leading terms are non- 
standard. 
6. APPLICATIONS AND REMARKS 
Automated geometry theorem proving has become a topic of con- 
siderable interest in the recent computer algebra literature. Among a 
variety of papers, the reader is referred in particular to the work of Kutzler 
and Stifter [12] and Chou, &helter, and Yang [7]. The general strategy 
used in these papers is as follows. First, one chooses a suitable Cartesian 
coordinate system, and then the hypotheses and the conjecture are trans- 
lated into algebraic statements about the resulting affine coordinates. 
Finally, this algebraic statement can be confirmed using Griibner basis and 
similar techniques from computer algebra. 
Although this approach leads to very encouraging results concerning 
computing time and the wide range of proven elementary geometry 
statements, these methods are not yet completely satisfactory. The main 
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disadvantage of the straightforward algebraization of geometry statements 
is the more or less complete loss of important geometric information. 
Research in the mathematical sciences is very often guided by geometric 
intuition and interpretation, and, while carrying out calculations in 
geometry (especially in interactive systems), there is a strong need to 
retranslate the final or intermediate algebraic results into the language of 
(synthetic) geometry. On the other hand, in order to apply computer 
algebra one has to employ some algebraic structure and thereby lose 
geometric information. 
This dilemma could be mended to a certain extent by the coordinate-free 
setup of classical invariant theory. Statements in projective geometry, for 
example, can always be expressed using intrinsic invariant coordinates, 
namely brackets. Such an approach to computational (synthetic) geometry 
is not only elegant but offers hope of being competitively efficient with the 
methods mentioned above and of providing the desired retranslation. For 
some computational applications of brackets to research problems in 
convexity see [3, 4, 193. Brackets have also proven to be very useful in 
characterizing infinitesimal rigidity of frameworks [22, 231. 
The straightening algorithm and its variants also play an important role 
in Cay& factorization, that is, the rewriting of bracket expressions in the 
Cayley or Grassmann algebra (described in [lo]). This would directly 
provide geometric interpretation of algebraic expressions, and is currently 
being investigated by McMillan and White [16]. 
We suggest also that further research is desirable toward extending the 
above connection between straightening and Grijbner bases to bracket 
rings of arbitrary matroids, and in particular for coordinate rings of 
Schubert varieties. 
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